The University Network of Jalisco
Shaping the future
Think and Work is our motto

“Due to its commitment to the principles of social solidarity and humanist thinking, the University of Guadalajara is called upon to contribute to its sustainable development through education, innovation, science and technology”.

Itzcóatl Tonatiuh Bravo Padilla
UdeG President
More than 200 years making history
UdeG is a vigorous community and the second most important university in Mexico.
Jalisco is amongst the top 5 states with more capacity for scientific and technological innovation.

75% of all the industries in Jalisco are located in Guadalajara Metropolitan Area.

Guadalajara Metropolitan Area is often called the “Latin American Silicon Valley”.

Our Network

1 Online University System
1 Medium Higher Education System

15 Campuses
Our Network
The University Network of Jalisco

UdeG is a public and autonomous university system in the Mexican state of Jalisco that combines an international scope and vision with a strong commitment to society. A tradition of constant innovation and quality has made of UdeG one of Mexico’s leading institutions of higher education. The university’s high school, undergraduate, graduate and research programmes are designed to promote a sustainable and inclusive social development. It is indeed a fundamental institution in the formation of human resources and in the production of scientific and technological knowledge both regionally and nationally. Its extension programmes make Mexican culture, arts, sports and our unique heritage more accessible to the citizens of Mexico and the rest of the world.

Academic Areas of study

- Health Sciences
- Economic and Management Sciences
- Exact Sciences and Engineering
- Social Sciences and Humanities
- Arts, Architecture and Design
- Biological and Agricultural Sciences
Our Students

At UDG, our students gain a unique perspective that generates a positive impact in their personal life and contribute to the development of the local and global society.

Students hosted by UDG come from all over the world. This diversity enriches our cultural and ethnic environment and improves the international profile of our community.
Our Faculty Members

The University of Guadalajara recognizes its faculty members as a key resource to promote and develop new ways of thinking through research and teaching, we are proud of being one of the top universities in the country with the highest number of nationally renowned researchers.
CUAAD is dedicated to training creative, prudent, and committed professionals in the fields of arts, architecture and design.

Its students are committed to having a positive impact on their social settings through artistic and cultural performance and through the use of scientific research in order to create sustainable environmental frameworks for a better social development.

The cultural diffusion by our community promotes ethical values in order to enhance equity and respect for all members of society.

12 undergraduate programmes:
- Architecture
- Audiovisual Arts
- Performing Arts for Dance Expression
- Performing Arts for Theatre Expression
- Visual Arts for Photographic Expression
- Visual Arts for Plastic Expression
- Interior Design
- Fashion Design
- Industrial Design
- Graphic Design and Communication
- Music
- Urban and Environmental Studies

12 graduate programmes:
**Master’s Degrees**
- Architectural Sciences
- Design and Industrial Innovation
- Education and Expression for Arts
- Ergonomics
- Ethnomusicology
- Cultural Management and Development
- Town and Country Planning
- Processes and Graphic Expression in Urban Architectural Design
- Design and Development of New Products
- Cinematographic Studies

**Doctoral Degrees**
- Town and Country Planning and Sustainability
- Arts and Culture (Interinstitutional)
CUCBA is a university centre focused on academic training and research in the fields of biology, agriculture and the environment.

It promotes the production of high quality research and technological developments with emphasis on the understanding of the biological processes, management and sustainable use of natural resources.

It is committed to developing improvements in the agricultural production sector and the enhancement of animal, plant and environmental health.

5 undergraduate programmes:
- Agrobusiness
- Biology
- Nutritional Sciences
- Agronomic Engineering
- Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Medicine

9 graduate programmes:

Master’s Degrees
- Behavioural Sciences
- Environmental Health Sciences
- Biosystematics Ecology, Natural Resources and Agricultural Management Sciences
- Environmental Education
- Protected Agricultural (Interinstitutional)
- Livestock Production (Interinstitutional)

Doctoral Degrees
- Behavioural Sciences
- Biosystematics Ecology, Natural Resources and Agricultural Management Sciences
- Ecophysiology and Genetic Resources

www.cucba.udg.mx
CUCEA is recognised at both national and international level for the quality of its research and teaching. It trains professionals, entrepreneurs and researchers with vocational skills in leadership and innovation and who are able to identify, produce, process, disseminate and utilise information to create and apply knowledge that contributes to the solution of problems and challenges of administrative, economic disciplines in the fields of human development, environmental, economic and social sustainability and general welfare of the population of Jalisco and Mexico.

Its mission is to satisfy the educational needs of higher education, focusing on economic and administrative sciences.

11 undergraduate programmes:
- Management
- Financial Management and Systems
- Governmental Administration and Local Public Policies
- Public Accounting
- Economics
- Environmental Management
- Marketing
- International Business
- Human Resources
- Information Systems
- Tourism

20 graduate programmes:

Master’s Degrees
- Business Administration
- Fiscal Studies
- Marketing Management
- Economic Studies
- Corporate Finance
- Management of Health and Safety in the workplace
- Management and Higher Education Policies
- International Business
- Business and Economic Studies
- Public Policies
- International Economic Relations and Cooperation
- Information Technology
- Learning Technologies

Doctoral Degrees
- Management Sciences
- Economic Studies
- Fiscal Studies
- Higher Education Management
- Public Policies and Development
- Information Technology

www.cucea.udg.mx

International Centre for Business Excellence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students</th>
<th>17,594</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>16,691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>903</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Faculty | 934 |
| Academic Programmes | 31 |
| Undergraduate | 11 |
| Graduate | 20 |
CUCEI promotes high quality academic teaching in the fields of exact sciences and engineering. Its scientific and technological research is at the core of the campus’ main activities in order to contribute to the social development of the region.

Its internationally recognised academic programmes and research production, as well as the creation of international collaboration networks, have been placed among the top priorities for the campus in order to increase its international outlook, and quality standards.

17 undergraduate programmes:
- Physics
- Informatics
- Biomedical Engineering
- Civil Engineering
- Surveying Engineering
- Food Science and Biotechnology
- Computational Engineering
- Communications and Electronic Engineering
- Industrial Engineering
- Electro-Mechanical Engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Mathematics
- Chemistry
- Chemical Pharmaceutical Biology
- Science Materials
- Photonic Engineering
- Robotics Engineering

17 graduate programmes:

Master’s Degrees
- Science Materials
- Forestry Products
- Physics
- Hydrometeorology
- Electric Engineering
- Electronic Engineering and Computing
- Chemical Engineering
- Biotechnological Processes
- Chemistry
- Mathematics
- Technological Projects

Doctoral Degrees
- Science Materials
- Electronics and Computing
- Physics
- Chemical Engineering
- Biotechnological Processes
- Chemistry
University Centre for Health Sciences
Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico.

CUCS
www.cucs.udg.mx

It is a university centre that contributes to the search for better health, through the training of people interested in achieving a high professional competency level, capable of generating scientific knowledge for the benefit of the citizens.

We promote a link with the community to share plans, actions and programmes developed by our researchers, students and graduates for the development of the community.

11 undergraduate programmes:

Undergraduate Programs
• Medicine
• Dental Surgery
• Physical Culture and Sports
• Nursing
• Human Nutrition
• Psychology

Associate degrees
• Occupational Health, Safety and Emergencies
• Dental Prosthesis
• Radiology and Imaging
• Physical Therapy
• Respiratory Therapy

27 graduate programmes:

Master’s Degrees
• Sciences in Physical Education and Sports
• Environmental Health
• Youth and Adolescent Health Sciences
• Health Sciences at Work
• Sociomedical Sciences
• Health Services Administration
• Gerontology

• Clinical Investigation
• Neuropsychology
• Management of Quality and Safety in Health Services
• Human Nutrition
• Health Psychology
• Educational Psychology
• Social Psychology
• Public Health
• Family Therapy

Doctoral Degrees
• Public Health Sciences
• Molecular Biology in Medicine
• Pharmacology
• Clinical Research
• Psychology (Interinstitutional)
• Biomedical Sciences (Immunology/Neurosciences)
• Human Genetics
• Sociomedical Sciences
• Health at Work

www.cucs.udg.mx
CUCSH offers the highest quality academic programmes in Jalisco in the field of social sciences and its students get the chance to develop the skills needed to contribute to the development of a better society through a comprehensive learning approach.

Its faculty and research output complies with the highest national standards of competitiveness and quality, promoting values of sustainability and inclusion which are deeply rooted in the campus life and history.

13 undergraduate programmes:
- Anthropology
- Public Communication
- Law
- Teaching French as a Foreign Language
- Teaching English as a Foreign Language
- Political Studies and Government
- Philosophy
- Geography
- History
- Hispanic Literature
- International Relations
- Sociology
- Social Work

22 graduate programmes:

Master’s Degrees
- Political Sciences
- Social Sciences
- Communication
- Law
- Local Development and Town and Country Planning
- Teaching English as a Foreign Language
- English Language and Culture
- Mexican Literature Studies
- Philosophical Studies
- Social Management and Development
- Mexican History
- Educational Research
- Applied Linguistics
- Deutsch als Fremdsprache: German Language, Literature and Culture Studies (Interinstitutional)

Doctoral Degrees
- Political Sciences
- Social Sciences
- Law
- Education
- Geography and Spatial Planning
- History
- Humanities

Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>Graduate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10,748</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Faculty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Programmes</th>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>Graduate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CUALTOS offers undergraduate and graduate programmes recognised at both national and international level, by their educational quality.

Its scientific research contributes to solving strategic problems in the region of Jalisco, as well as contributing to the diffusion of culture and sustainable development.

14 undergraduate programmes:
- Medicine
- Management
- Dental Surgery
- Public Accounting
- Law
- Nursing
- Agro-Industrial Engineering
- Computational Engineering
- Cattle System Engineering
- Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Medicine
- International Business
- Human Nutrition
- Psychology

4 graduate programmes:
- Master’s Degrees
  - Business Administration
  - Regional Studies
  - Public Health
- Doctoral Degree
  - Regional Studies

www.cualtos.udg.mx
CUCIÉNEGA provides quality higher education to 13 municipalities using 3 different buildings strategically located in: Ocotlan, Atotonilco and La Barca.

It has developed strategies that contribute to improving the region’s living conditions in collaboration with local governments, business organisations and civil society as well as state government officials.

11 of its 16 undergraduate programs have been recognised as high quality educational programs by nationally renowned accrediting agencies.

16 undergraduate programmes:
- Agricultural Biotechnology
- Informatics
- Chemical Pharmaceutical Biology
- Computational Engineering
- Industrial Engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Nursing
- Human Resources
- Management
- Marketing
- Public Accounting
- Agribusiness
- International Business
- Law
- Journalism
- Psychology

5 graduate programmes:
- Master’s Degrees
  - Business Administration
  - Political Sciences
  - Sciences

Students
- Undergraduate: 7,294
- Graduate: 46

Faculty
- 481

Academic Programmes
- Undergraduate: 16
- Graduate: 5
Based in Puerto Vallarta in the north coastal region of Jalisco, it is the most important higher education institution in the region. CUCOSTA fosters the social and cultural development of the area, and in its 22 years of existence, it has established itself as a major component of education, research and culture. Its graduate and postgraduate courses focus on the needs of the social economical context of the region.

It is important to mention that CUCOSTA hosts a wide variety of events like the International Film Festival and the Huston Film and Literature Lecture, among others.

18 undergraduate programmes:
- Medicine
- Management
- Architecture
- Biology
- Public Accounting
- Law
- Graphic Communication Design
- Nursing
- Civil Engineering
- Computational Engineering
- Multimedia Communication Engineering
- Telematics Engineering
- Psychology
- Nutrition
- Tourism
- Physical Culture and Sports
- Visual Arts for Photographic Expression
- Visual Arts for Plastic Expression

9 graduate programmes:

Master’s Degrees
- Business Administration
- Taxation Analysis
- Sciences in Geophysics
- Sciences for Development, Sustainability and Tourism
- Educational Technologies
- Family Therapy
- Marketing

Doctoral Degrees
- Biometrics
- Social Sciences
- Agricultural Management Sciences
- Development, Sustainability and Tourism

www.cuc.udg.mx

Vulcanology and Seismology Centre

Students
Undergraduate 5,723
Graduate 111

Faculty
486

Academic Programmes
25

Undergraduate 17
Graduate 8
CULAGOS provides quality higher education in the northern region of Jalisco; it also encourages the development of values in order to promote respect for human life and the preservation of the biodiversity of the region.

Since 2005, CULAGOS has been considered as having one of the highest rates of scientific production amongst Mexican institutions.

The promotion of art and culture is one of the main activities carried out at the campus, having in “Casa Serrano” one of the most important places where artists of the area in the northern region of Jalisco are able to exhibit their creative works.

13 undergraduate programmes:
- Management
- Law
- Humanities
- Informatics
- Biochemical Engineering
- Industrial Management Engineering
- Communications and Electronic Engineering
- Industrial Engineering
- Electromechanical Engineering
- Mechatronics Engineering
- Psychology
- Information Systems
- Journalism

2 Graduate programmes:
- Master Degree
  - Sciences and Technology
- Doctoral Degree
  - Sciences and Technology

Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students</th>
<th>2,653</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>2,636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Faculty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty</th>
<th>234</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Programmes</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The objectives of CUCSUR are: to promote academic excellence in the knowledge society; to foster inclusive, equitable and social mobility; to promote scientific and technological innovation; to enhance sustainable and socially responsible development; to develop a global vision with local commitment; and to promote a culture of transparency and accountability.

14 undergraduate programmes:
- Management
- Marine Biology
- Nursing
- Public Accounting
- Law
- Process and International Commerce Engineering
- Natural and Agricultural Resources Engineering
- Mechatronics Engineering
- Agricultural Engineering
- Human Nutrition
- Tourism
- Teleinformatics Engineering
- Works and Services Engineering
- Agronomy

8 graduate programmes:

Master’s Degrees
- Regional Management
- Tax Analysis
- Natural Resources Management
- Law
- Business Finance
- Technological Development Engineering

Doctoral Degrees
- Biosystematics Ecology, Natural Resources and Agricultural Management Sciences
- Management

www.cucsur.udg.mx

Manantlán Institute for Ecology and Biodiversity Conservation IMECBIO

Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>3,583</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>3,484</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Faculty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Programmes</th>
<th>349</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CUNORTE is the most important higher education centre in the northern region of Jalisco. Covering 10 municipalities with a total population of 78,835 inhabitants, the campus promotes sustainable development with a multicultural perspective.

The campus offers higher education opportunities to a major portion of the indigenous population of Wixárika, making use of innovative information and communication technologies and a student-centred learning process to develop skills and values as lifelong learning, critical thinking and collaborative work, as well as the key principles of social inclusion, democratic coexistence and gender equality.

12 undergraduate programmes:
- Nursing
- Management
- Agrobusiness
- Anthropology
- Public Accounting
- Law
- Psychology
- Mechanical/Electrical Engineering
- Electronic and Computer Engineering
- Tourism
- Nutrition
- Telematics Engineering

4 graduate programmes:
Master’s Degrees
- Business Administration
- Law
- Public Health
- Educational Technologies

Students

| Undergraduate | 3,781 |
| Graduate      | 255  |

Faculty

| 400 |
| 16  |

Academic Programmes

| Undergraduate | 12 |
| Graduate      | 4  |
CUSUR provides quality higher education opportunities to a population of over 500,000 people in the southern region of Jalisco. It also promotes the social, economic, and technological development and is considered as one of the main institutions for the advancement of sustainable strategies used by the manufacturing and productive systems in the region.

CUSUR offers a wide range of undergraduate and postgraduate academic programmes that meet the national and international quality standards, having as one of its main objectives the promotion of cultural and artistic wealth of the region and a focus on strengthening the international outlook of the institution.

**18 undergraduate programmes:**
- Nursing
- Nursing Semi-schooled Modality
- Medicine
- Agrobusiness
- Law
- Sustainable Tourism Development
- Telematics Engineering
- Hispanic Literature
- Veterinary Medicine
- International Business
- Nutrition
- Journalism
- Psychology
- Laboural Security, Civil Protection and Emergencies
- Geophysics Engineering
- Biological Systems Engineering
- Agro Biotechnology
- Social Work

**8 graduate programmes:**

**Master’s Degrees**
- Business Administration
- Behavioural Sciences
- Law
- Socio-Territorial Studies
- Psychology
- Public Health

**Doctoral Degrees**
- Behavioural Sciences
- Psychology

### Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>Graduate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6,916</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Faculty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Programmes</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Research Centre for Molecular Biology of Chronical Deseases**

- Students: 7,017
- Faculty: 537
- Undergraduate Graduate: 18
CUVALLES is considered as being the main generator of social leaders and scientists in the region. It displays a tremendous social commitment integrating its core values of solidarity, respect and fairness in its dealings with society. It is committed to the regional productive needs, at the same time instigating a culture aimed at ecological and social sustainability.

16 Undergraduate programmes:
- Management
- Agrobusiness
- Biological Systems Engineering
- Public Accounting
- Law
- Education
- Electronics and Computational Engineering
- Geophysics
- Mechatronics Engineering
- Molecular Design Engineering
- Nutrition
- Psychology
- Instrumentation and Nano-sensors Engineering
- Information Technology
- Social Work
- Tourism

6 graduate programmes:

Master’s Degrees
- Physical and Mathematical Sciences
- Socio-Territorial Studies
- Software Engineering
- Mechatronics Engineering
- Educational Technologies

Doctoral Degree
- Physical and Mathematical Sciences

Regional Centre for Corporate Quality (CReCE)
University Centre of Tonalá
Tonalá, Jalisco, Mexico.

CUTONALÁ
www.cutonalax.udg.mx

With a community of over five thousand students, staff, teachers and researchers, CUTONALÁ is looking forward to having a positive impact on its environment and improving the standard of living of the local populace.

Under a common philosophy, at CUTONALÁ we strive to promote a model of sustainable development promoting a sense of awareness about the importance of our natural system and the responsibility we have as being part of it. These values are in the development stage of this comprehensive higher education Centre, where the different areas of knowledge coexist, nurturing each other.

13 undergraduate programmes:
• Medicine
• Human Nutrition
• Public Health
• Gerontology
• Business Administration
• Public Accounting
• Law
• Liberal Studies
• Handcraft Design
• Art History
• Computational Sciences
• Energy Engineering
• Nanotechnology

7 graduate programmes:

Master’s Degrees
• Water and Energy Engineering
• Urban Mobility, Transport and Territory
• Parallel Computing
• Local Governments Management
• Water and Energy Engineering

Doctoral Degrees
• Water and Energy
• Urban Mobility, Transport and Country Planning

Students 5,617
Undergraduate 5,550
Graduate 67

Faculty 492

Academic Programmes 20
Undergraduate 13
Graduate 7
SUV
www.udgvirtual.udg.mx

SUV is a decentralised branch of the University of Guadalajara responsible for the development and management of secondary and tertiary education courses assisted by ICT. It allows for the expansion of coverage at high school and higher education levels, providing access to a wider range of students. The SUV is also responsible for carrying out research in the fields of education mediated by ICT and online learning processes.

7 undergraduate programmes:
- Organisational Management
- Librarianship and Knowledge Management
- Educational Development
- Cultural Management
- Civil Security
- Information and Technologies
- Digital Journalism

8 Graduate programmes:

Master’s Degrees
- Medium Higher Education Teaching
- Innovation Generation and Management
- Public Services Management in Virtual Environments
- Learning Management in Virtual Environments
- Digital Journalism
- Private Data Protection and Transparency
- Valuation

Doctoral Degree
- Educational Systems and Environments (mediated by ICT)

3,635

Students

3,259
Undergraduate

7
Graduate

514
Faculty

15
Academic Programmes

Undergraduate

Graduate

Digital Journalism Training Centre
We have academic collaboration with universities around the world.
University of Guadalajara, Los Angeles
A project intended to provide extended education opportunities for Mexican and Hispanics in the United States.
It is aimed at intensifying exchange programmes and scientific cooperation between the University of Guadalajara and higher education institutions in the United States.

Civil Hospitals of Guadalajara
It forms a public Hospital Complex that offers comprehensive medical services.
It is also a teaching hospital dedicated to training highly qualified human resources.

Guadalajara International Book Fair
The most important publishing gathering in Ibero-America and a cultural festival.
It is aimed at professionals and the general public alike; authors from all continents and languages participate.
There is a different Guest of Honour (a city, a region or a country) every year.

Guadalajara International Film Festival
A cultural event and a showcase for the appreciation, promotion and distribution of Mexican and Ibero-American films.
It serves as a forum for the creative exchange between professionals, filmmakers, critics, students and audiences.
Transdisciplinary Instrumentation and Services Centre (CITRANS)

It is a state of the art research centre dedicated to analyze and advice the regional industries. Some of the target industries are biology, chemistry, physics, pharmaceutical and tequila, among others.

Environmental Sciences Museum

It is a project that will focus on the human well-being and conservation of the environmental diversity through the following areas: water, energy, biodiversity and food.

The main objective of the museum is to promote a culture of sustained development.

University's Programme for Energy Transition

It focuses on the following topics:
- Energy conservation
- Energy efficiency
- Renewable energies
- Solar power plants

Highlights and Projects

University Cultural Centre

The University Cultural Centre is a compound that hosts cultural, scientific and commercial activities. It is conceived to consolidate an urban district that will bring arts and culture closer to the public.
U de G Culture

Telmex Concert Hall

One of Latin America's most important concert halls, it is located in Guadalajara's Metropolitan Area and it's part of one of the biggest cultural projects of the University of Guadalajara, “The University Cultural Centre”.

Diana Theater

As part of the University Cultural Centre, the Diana theatre is a venue created in order to fulfill the cultural promotion needs in the state of Jalisco.

MUSA

The Museum of Arts (MUSA) it’s a venue with an important architectonic heritage and with a highly historical significance in an unsurpassable location. It is conceived as a place where art and culture in general coexist as living entities to enable the enjoyment of aesthetic experiences and the interaction between the public and the arts.
Leones negros is the soccer team of the University of Guadalajara since the 70’s.

From **high level competition** to recreation activities
Be part of our community

Shaping the future
“With your tongue and your eyes we’re both going to recreate history. Meanwhile, they all dread to see you and me alive again, to see us relive our youth, while they’ve all been six feet under for so many years”.

Fernando del Paso
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